A RESOLUTION TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF COMMITTEES ALLOWED WITHIN THE STUDENT ORGANIZATION FUNDING COMMISSION (SOFC)

WHEREAS, Article VII (C) 6 of the CSG Compiled Code currently states “SOFC shall divide itself into two committees”; AND

WHEREAS, A.R. 5-017 increased the number of voting members on SOFC from 30 to 45; AND

WHEREAS, the current SOFC Chair Adam Waggoner has proposed adding a third committee to SOFC to increase efficiency and collaboration; AND

WHEREAS, adding a third committee to SOFC would allow voting members more opportunities to participate in the funding decision and would also increase consistency of funding disbursed from SOFC to student organizations; THEREFORE BE IT

RESOLVED, that Article VII (C) 6 of the CSG Compiled Code be amended to state “SOFC shall divide itself into two or three committees”.
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